
SPARK® Connect is a module of SPARK® that provides seamless 
integration into 3rd party campaign management, CRM and BI 
platforms ensuring all your data can be managed and analysed 
centrally from your core business platform.

SPARK® 
CONNECT

More than 
just WiFi

Making data management easy
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 √  Simplified user experience
 √  Real-time data feed
 √  Central management of user data
 √  Single-Sign-Up 
 √  Real-time data feed & syncronisation
 √  Engage in real-time with users

Benefits

• Registration information
• User demographics
• Marketing preferences
• Return user alerts
• Session times
• Data transferred
• Presence and location  

(Subject to access point support)

Data Levels

Registration Data
Analysis & Reporting

SPARK® 

New User Registration
As part of the WiFi registration, all details collected about the user can be sent in real-time to your business’ CRM 
including user demographics and marketing preferences. The level of data that is sent can be customised to suit your 
needs. For example, the system will only send validated information, ensuring that you can market to genuine users.

As an option, pseudo-anonymised user presence and location information can be sent from the access points or wireless 
controller.

Return User Engagement
When users return and connect to the WiFi, SPARK® Connect can notify your campaign management tool allowing you 
to engage via SMS or email in real-time.

Single Sign-up 
For loyalty databases, SPARK® can provide an option for loyalty members to login using their existing loyalty credentials 
via the User Experience Portal. These will be the same details that they use to access other services that you offer 
such as their loyalty scheme account. These login details will be queried against the loyalty database in real-time and 
if recognised, SPARK® will log the user into the WiFi and remember the devices MAC address to ensure that they are 
connected automatically when they next use the service. 

Example use cases of using SPARK® Connect

CRM Data

Location Data

Marketing Data

Data Enrichment


